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-Fixations are when people look at a specific point for a specified length of 

time

-Gaze replays are what they sound like, a replay of where the participant 

looked

-Heat maps summarize data across participants and show where on the 

screen people looked the most or least

-We’ll look at examples of each of these this morning

-There are a lot of other ways eye tracking data can be analyzed and 

presented, but these are the most straighforward
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1. Horizontal

2. Vertical

3. Drop Down

- Font size was the same in all three versions, question text took up the same 

amount of space in all three conditions
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•This chart shows the average gaze time for all five questions in the response 

layout series

•There is very little difference between groups

•Vertical slightly faster, difference was not statistically significant

•Horizontal and drop down exactly the same

•Generally, it seems safe to conclude that the response layout didn’t affect how 

long participants spent looking at the questions

Horizontal 7.5

Vertical 6.7

Drop Down 7.5
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•This chart shows the average gaze time for each question in the response 

layout series

•Looking at the average total gaze time for each question, there were larger 

differences seen between the layouts

•Still no statistical difference

•Relatively consistent trends, vertical had the longest time for all questions but 

the first one

•Looked at the first question, to see if I could figure out why it was different,

•I looked at the number of response options for each question, and 

found 

•No consistent impact of number of response options

1       2        3       4       5

Horizontal 7.7 4.4 2.4 4.5 3.2

Vertical 5.2 7.0 3.1 5.9 4.0

Drop Down 6.4 5.4 2.4 4.8 3.3

•No good explanation for why the first one had a different pattern
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•To analyze this type of data, you essentially draw boxes around the areas on 

the screen you’re interested in, and the program produces average and total 

time spent looking in those boxes

•Because the Progress indicator and next button were so close together, that 

analysis box included both

•Couldn’t separate out the time spent looking at the next button from the 

progress indicator
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•This chart shows the total time participants spent fixating on the area around 

progress indicator on each page

•Hypothesized that participants would look more at the progress indicators at 

the beginning or end of survey,

•compared length of time looking at it by page

•no relationship between page number and time spent looking at 

progress indicator (correlation = -0.03)

•Some variance of how long participants spent looking at the progress 

indicator by page, but no clear trend

•Weak (.37) correlation between number of questions on a page and 

the time spent looking at the progress indicator
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•In the debriefing, participants estimated how long the survey took

•This chart shows the actual time, the estimated time, and the difference 

(or the accuracy) by group

•No statistical differences, but trends

•Participants with the indicator 

•Took longer 

•estimated that it took longer

•Were more accurate in their estimates

•Estimated time possibly impacted by lab setting – people assumed we 

wouldn’t bring them in for a 3 minute survey, most estimates were round 

numbers, 5 and 10 were the most common responses
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•Further analysis could be done on just the ‘tails’ of the indicator, to see how 

long and when participants looked at the information presented there – would 

separate timing from next button
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•This is a heat map, and it a nice way to view the areas on the page that there 

were the most fixations.  

•As you’d expect, red is the most number of fixations, followed by 

orange, yellow, etc.

•First question in series, the first time participants are seeing these questions

•Standard ‘reading’ patter

•most fixations at beginning of lines (left), 

•Then there are fixations spread across all words in the question
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•Second set in series, participants may be recognizing that they’ve seen these 

questions before

•top item shows similar pattern to first set with typical reading pattern

•but second two questions have far fewer fixations on the rest of the line 

•Suggests participants were skimming these words
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•Third set in series – even more skimming then second set, 

•even see evidence of skimming in the  first question in the set.  

•You can see a cluster of fixations around ‘federal government (the changing 

feature) in all three questions, 

•but little looking at end of the question text, at this point participants are barely 

looking at the question text
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•Fourth set in series, same general patter

•A lot more  fixations on ‘local private organizations’ than seen on state or 

federal government, 

•possibly because this is a different concept then the government 

series?  

•Still skimming at the end of the lines, especially for second two questions
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•This chart shows the average gaze time for each question in the repeated 

question series

•There is a clear trend when looking at each set  [CLICK FOR ARROWS]

•The first question in each set was looked at the longest, with the subsequent 

two looked at less time – this was true for all three sets

•In the first set, the local government questions, the decrease was 

across all three questions, but 

•For the state government questions, 

•there was large decrease from question 1 to 2, 

• no change from 2 to 3, 

•once participants recognized pattern in first question they didn’t 

spend much time looking at either of the second two

•By the time participants got to the federal government questions, 

•they spent less time even looking at first question in set

•They knew what the pattern was and didn’t spend much time looking at 

any of the questions

•Large increase in the time spent at looking at private organization questions 



•perhaps because of change in meaning, from types of government to 

another type of company

•Repeat of pattern seen in first set, a decline across all three questions, 

participants recognizing the pattern as they move through the three 

questions

Local Gov't 1 0.723

Local Gov't 2 0.432

Local Gov't 3 0.381

State Gov't 1 0.822

State Gov't 2 0.181

State Gov't 3 0.176

Fed Gov't 1 0.392

Fed Gov't 2 0.279

Fed Gov't 3 0.292

Private Org 11.473

Private Org 20.85

Private Org 30.58
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This is a heat map of a sample (n=5) of the participants and shows what you 

might expect to see; 

•a lot of looking at the question text, column headings and row headings

•Not much looking at response options not chosen 
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•To get an idea of the order these fixations occur, it’s useful to watch a sample 

video.  

•This was the pattern we observed in most participants.

•After reading the instructions, the participant answers the first question very 

quickly, moving right from the row heading (where the question text is) to the 

relevant column heading to select his answer

•For the second question he returns to the row heading to read the question 

and then moves to the row headings to find which option he wants to choose

•Moves between column and row headings, this hesitation in response 

may indicate confusion or a mismatch between the response options 

and his situation

•For the rest of the questions, he moved consistently between the row and 

column headings, looking at both each time he answered a question
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•This is another pattern we observed in some participants

•After reading the instructions, she read the first question text (arrive late to 

work) then spent a fair amount of time looking at the column headings

•She then was able to move quickly through the questions, only looking at the 

column headings intermittently, seeming to only check them when she was 

going to mark her answer.  
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-Repeated questions are another way to ask the same type of questions; 

questions with repeated elements

-This study showed that the people were able to answer the 12 questions with 

repeated elements much faster than they were able to answer the single grid 

question, with five rows 

-
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•If some participants are relying on memory for the grid question, this creates 

a potential new problem,

•respondents are storing the column headings in their short term 

memories. 

•If they encounter a grid with many response options, or complex 

response options, 

•May create problems if they tried to answer the question based on their 

stored information,

•May either change strategy (hopefully) or make errors answering the 

question
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-

-

- Debriefings or think alouds can be useful to add information to eye tracking 

data, but have known problems of their own (recall issues, distractions, etc)
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